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Space for Inspiration is an international conference organised by the European Space Agency 
(ESA) for everyone curious about space exploration and why it matters. The second edition 
focuses on how space can be a powerful instrument for positive change – and new businesses – 
on planet Earth.This can’t miss event is a crossroads of disciplines and solutions ‘made in space’. 
Ideas range from automation, artificial intelligence, smart materials, virtual reality and 
innovative business models. 

 



  



In this talk, I would like to discuss a (imaginable and conscious) possible future of Innovation, 
by following what we, as humans, have achieved but have concerned about. The talk will 
discuss innovation in a broader view and argue that innovation will create an alternative path 
for human beings to a new system, and act as an important instrument (besides institutions 
and the present and transitional system) to resolve tensions between the two spheres of our 
world (technology and society) and lag between the present and future. This upcoming 
innovation era could possibly disrupt the resistance of the old set-up of our community, and 
might allow an integration of technology and society to search for the true truth of human’s 
identity in this space. 

 
 
Space for Inspiration: The Future of Innovation: A few Propositions   
 
(To get inspiration, you need to stand higher and zoom out to see the whole picture and 

system)  
(Get to know the problems and flaws of the system, then you have chance to fix it)  
 
 1. All we human are doing in the past are basically for three jobs: 
 - About who am I ? 
 - About Where are we from? 
 - About where are we going to? 
Translated into time, it is about the Past, current, and future  
 
These three questions have been answered /evolved to be answered through human 

history: from the stone age, to agriculture civilization, to industrial civilization, post-industrial 
civilization, then to currently digital and AI civilization  

2.  To answer these questions, the whole system from science / technology to economy 
and society have been adapted to the inventions of human’s institutions. Each civilization is 
companied by human’s productivity increase and we have been successfully liberalizing 
ourselves physically from legs, arms, brain basic calculation and to the complicated 
calculation, and then to the artificial intelligence, which gives humans longer distance 
reaching to different realms even to the space.  

 After experiencing the peak productivity of idea and scientific discovery in the first half 
of 20th century, the idea productivity and research productivity have been dropping since 
then, by each year 9 percent, and 15 times of number of researchers in 2015 producing the 
same amount of research as 1950s. The reason behind is “the apple tree model” since 1950s 
(capitalism oriented short-term economic return approach) and losing the capability to reflect 
the fit of the system into our time (science-technology- innovation- ESociety- Space/Universe)  

3. As the other end of the system is the Economy and Society. As one of the structure, 
capitalism and liberal democracy are the favored structures in the 20th century and being 
heavily discussed in the 21st century. As the opposite, state capitalism (or slightly we say in 
many of countries communism) and dictatorship stand for the interests. The broader liberal 
package calling for free-market principle, market capitalism, democracy etc., however does 
not work well in the new circumstance. Nationalism started to emerge and compete. 



Globalization is on the process to be de-globalized, democracy faces the serious issues and 
questioned from a large scale. Similar to thousands of years ago where tribes were the basic 
community unite for human beings but had to adapted to setting up nations to face nature or 
civilized challenges, the path from nations to global community has no doubt to deal with 
global challenges, such as nuclear competition, ecological challenges, and technological 
evolution.  Global challenges can only dealt with at global level by global force, but currently 
the mismatch between global setting-up (global science, global economy) and local native 
political orientation (nationalism) has thrown humankind future into a serious situation. 
Either deglobalize setting up or globalizing political collaboration.  

4. The dilemma of innovation in this path. Due to the mis push force from both sides, and 
the role of innovation as the essential bridge bringing science/technology into one entity, 
innovation faces serious dilemma as well. The dilemma comes which side can be the lead: 
technology or the economy/society. (1) if we take science as the lead, where science and the 
process to have scientific discovery is to have open and free communication and collaboration 
system, innovation would have to follow and be of the same nature. So in order to deliver a 
fully productive innovation into economy and society, the innovation must require the society 
transformed to be an open, sharing economy. However, the concept of being open and sharing 
from the science -process side is not the concept of what we meant in our economy of being 
open and sharing. In fact, things cannot be open and cannot be freely shared, because we have 
the creative institution called property and private ownership in property. This means that if 
we follow the logic of science, the road will be ended by not being open and collaborative, 
because our economy (capitalism) foundation is the private ownership. Similar to the stone 
age of private food, agriculture age of land ownership, and industrial age of factory, 
manufacturing ownership etc. Property determines the way we relate to each other. So, this 
is the challenge 1 -mismatch in terms of the nature. Then the consequence is the side of 
technology has to obey to the side of the economy and society. That’s the thing bringing us to 
the global challenges like what I mentioned before. (2) if we start to do another reasoning, by 
starting from the side of the force of economy and society, we can see that the structure that 
our human has built up from the last century since industrial revolution age was to dream of 
equality but in fact of inequality. Because as long as capitalism is the lead, equality and its 
attributes of equality would not have chance to emerge and survive. Because free-market will 
always be economic profit oriented and being short-term oriented. That’s also a reason why 
since 1950s the research productivity has dropped dramatically. Democracy, in the sense of 
free-will and equal voting right, cannot hold the its sense to make a difference. Because the 
property-based society is not an equal society, and it will not be able to give equal voices and 
equal decision making to per capita. So, if we translated back to the start point of this link, 
science and technology remains unequal, at least from incubating stage. (3) science and 
technology are dealing to figure out the objective facts where the society in terms of 
democracy (free will ) is to prioritize subjective feeling and judgement (bio-chemical 
algorithm that we are still on the way to figure out).  Science/technology are attempting to 
discover the determinant process/ algorithm of our world, our body and mind, and outer 
space, where the society and the economy, and reality are doing with the social-economic 
algorithm, which seems randomly (because it is relevant to human feelings and emotion, once 
it touches the core of democracy, literally). Therefore, innovation stays in between, to connect 



the side of objective and subject (here subject could mean the algorithm we haven’t figured 
out yet), to understand the condition of being random and being determinative process. As 
long as innovation has sufficient space to adjust and bridge, both sides (S/T and E/S) can be 
flourish.  But at this stage innovation plays in an very awkward position, not able to pushing 
forward and not able to pushing backward, not able to connecting well. Well, the reason is 
here , the mismatch said by the first two points causes lots of pains for the both sides.  

5. How to resolve the mismatch, and what will be the future of innovation? Apparently, it 
will be who holds the power and authority. In the past, the power held by the economy and 
society. Now the power is quickly moving back to science and technology. In the current 
digital civilization and the on-going AI age, the content of the property is changing from land, 
manufacturing, factory, to data, data, and data… who owns data, who owns property, who 
owns the power and the authority to the future. That applies to machine and robot. Who 
learns fast, who owns the algorithm from the limited but growing size of data. Back to the 
first question I am asking, what is our job in the world, to figure out who we are, where we 
from and where we are going, is meant we are trying different instrument to figure out 
different algorithm. Bio-chemical is trying to figure out us as an entity of biochemical 
algorithm, and bio-engineering at a stage is able to map our pattern of behaviors, emotions, 
and logic of decision making, of course working together with information technology which 
can track our actions via devices we are using. By then, those who owns data and technology 
(bio- and info-) will be able to control what we are thinking, what we are feeling, and what 
we will be acting. And Those mentioned here, could be state, corporate, and individuals. But 
based on what we are evolving now, individuals are not the entity owns data, or able to own 
individual’s data (even though we have strict data privacy regulation in Europe), and states 
are not capable to manage the data because of no experience in data managing (meaning that 
the regulation would not be able to be advanced and pre-event oriented). So, as 
entrepreneurial troop, corporates and start-ups started to design the structure of future data 
ownership. Because data is different from other property we had before, (data is everywhere, 
and no where is same, and can be copied, being connected and no boundary ), we, as human 
beings, have no clue how how to regulate. So, the most possible picture in the future, because 
of this, is we will live in the data-dictatorship era, and machine and AI will be faster than us 
to figure out the algorithm. As long as data is stored and regulated centrally, we will not be 
able to avoid such a destiny. (Maybe some people would say we can make data / information 
transparent and of awareness, but behind of this, would be data centralization to store and to 
share. If this belongs to machine, machine will be in charge of the authority; if state is the 
charge, which seems impossible by now, then will be in the hand of state; if in the hand of 
corporates, which is happening right now, then it will be in the authority of corporates). And 
in the end, in the liberty package, free-market and democracy will lose their  sense to stay. We 
will need to “happily” enter into the dictatorship era. Right now seemingly the majority is 
happy to accept. We are losing some of our basic skills and capability and the source of our 
happiness,  for example, searching and researching (needs to be assisted by Google), mental 
navigation, online-offline communities (either integrated or separated) (if separated, our 
mind is dis connected with our body and offline community; if integrated, our body and mind 
are controlled by the others for example, google glasses, and Pokemon Go). We are living in 
the world we will be “forced to happily live on” by controlled by others (technology behind 



and algorithm behind). The sense of creating happiness, sourcing from the consistency of our 
body, mind, and our intellect (intelligence) does not exist due to such innovations and 
acceptance of such innovations.    

6. This sounds quite future-oriented,  but perhaps have happened in the sector of space, 
right now. In principle, the space project needs joint effort of human beings from each corner 
of the world, collaboration, data being transparent and awareness are the base tune.  But in 
fact, due to the data dictatorship and the nature of capitalism, the conflicting between data 
dictatorship (property) determined by the future structure derived from the current shape, 
and open collaborative scientific principle are still in fermenting. In my opinion, as long as 
this conflicting/tension is solved in the space sector, the breakthrough can be happened in the 
other sectors. The space sector has moved from the 1st stage to the 2nd stage, where 
government solo-shareholder has to start giving way to the multi-shareholder of this sector, 
and expensive & risky accessing to the space transferring to cheap, efficient accessing, 
disruptive technology (from the science/tech side) has to work with the radical innovation 
side (requiring the radical change in product, society, whole structure). The well-placed 
innovation (invention and implementation, connecting from science/tech and Economy/ 
Society) needs invention to be open and collaborative, whereas implementation to be efficient 
and competitive (open as well) (but in this sector, it is close from the upper stream to the down 
stream) as well.  

7. What do we wish to be? What shall we do/make decisions? As human being, we need 
to bear in mind that we have a flaw in decision-making, following the peak-end-rule (Daniel 
Kahneman, 2002), instead of registering the completed set of data of experiencing and 
narrative memories. Comparing to AI, our human intelligence at this point has failed in 
registering sufficient data into our data pool (in brain), so perhaps we should use innovation 
as an leverage (bottom up) or disruptive instrument to (1) define the basic ethics for AI and to 
define a new system for our economy and society, so as to let the flow from two sides going 
through, and to (2) to facilitate a new system and figure out what algorithm we were being 
designed (bio-chemical algorithm) (perhaps by another advanced creature) and what 
algorithm we shall design to make our future secure and better (where we are going to).  

8. The algorithm should start by building a new concept of education (for the future), 
which is the intersection for the future tech/science and society/economy.  

- Focus on ability to deal with uncertainty and unknown 
- Focus on mental flexibility and mental peace in unfamiliar situation  
- Focus on inner knowledge  
- Focus on philosophy  
- Focus on life-purpose skills rather than predeterminate skills  
 


